CO LLECTI O NS

FIORA

H A R M O N Y I N
T H E H O M E

The bathroom can be one of the most
relaxing rooms of the home. A place of
serenity, away from the hustle and bustle
of everyday life.
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At Symphony, we’ve created a collection
to give you a bathroom that you’ll love.
The addition of a matching Urbano bedroom
can be incorporated for a spectacular
en-suite design.
Welcome to Aquadi.
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Q UA L I T Y

Welcome to the Aquadi brand of bathrooms from Symphony.
Symphony is one of the UK’s largest suppliers of fitted kitchen,
bedroom and bathroom furniture. As a market leader with over
45 years’ experience we are constantly investing in ways to improve
our products, service and sustainable manufacturing principles
to create the perfect living space.

Q UA L I T Y
C R A F TS M A NS H I P

Symphony’s production facility in the
UK sets the benchmark for the whole UK furniture
industry. It boasts some of Europe’s most advanced
manufacturing and assembly technology, and all
Aquadi bathrooms are made to the most stringent
quality standards.

10
T E N Y E A R
G UA R A N T E E
Each piece of furniture from
Symphony is assured with a 10 year
guarantee. Stringent quality control
systems guarantee you receive the
best quality furniture that is built to
last, so you can buy our furniture with
complete confidence.

H A N D P I C K E D
R E TA I L E R S

H I G H E ST
STA N DA R DS

Symphony has carefully selected and
built strong relationships with your local
retailer so that you can enjoy purchasing
your new bathroom. This means you get
the best choice of bathrooms to suit
your lifestyle and a design service from
experts that help create the space that
is right for you.

Symphony is a fully accredited member
of FIRA, the Furniture Industry Research
Association. All our bathroom furniture passes
the FIRA Gold product certification and
ongoing auditing procedures continuously
benchmark our performance.

Patterns
Contemporary or classic,
minimalist or intricate,
inspiration and variation
of patterns add visual
interest to your bathroom
environment.

I NS P I R AT I O N
I S E V E RY W H E R E
The bathroom can be a very peaceful place,
allowing you to relax and unwind. With Aquadi’s
striking collection of modular and fitted furniture
styles, coupled with the latest on-trend materials,
textures and designs, your bathroom can be
transformed into a tranquil paradise.

Architecture
City apartment or country
cottage, the architectural
design of your home can
be complemented by a
combination of modular
and fitted furniture options.

Art
From furniture design to
wallpaper patterns, art is
everywhere. Combinations
of bold shades and
natural tones can work in
harmony with one another
to complete the look and
bring your bathroom to life.

Colours
Shimmering and reflective,
complementary colours and
hues create a harmonious
atmosphere within
your bathroom.

Materials
Mixing together wood, glass
and ceramic in the correct
combination of shades
and natural tones create a
bespoke feel, enhancing your
unique style.

Furniture
Choose from a selection of
matt or gloss finishes in both
contemporary and classic
styles of furniture to suit
your existing surroundings.
Countertops, sanitaryware
and accessories offer the
opportunity to blend in or
contrast against
your furniture.

S I LV E R
Soothing, calming and
mysterious, silver’s sensitive
qualities reflect back any
energy. With its neutral balance
of light and dark tones, silver
complements most accent
colours and provides the perfect
finishing touches.

F I O R A

COLLECTION

Fiora presents a wide range of high gloss
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finishes from a dark and mysterious Anthracite
to a bright and refreshing White. Cool, sleek and
minimalist are the design focus of this range,
providing a popular and contemporary style
for your bathroom.

Inspired By Contemporary Living

Gloss Anthracite

F I O R A

01

The Fiora collection offers a stunning variety
of high gloss finishes, perfect for the modern
bathroom. Include a single gloss colour or
mix with a contrasting colour to produce a
bathroom to be proud of.
Choose from a wide selection of countertops
to complement your chosen colour, with matt
woodgrain effect adding a subtle contrast to
the gloss doors. Additional chrome accessories
including taps, handles and mirrors can be
added to complete the overall look.

Gloss Ivory
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Gloss White

F I O R A

01

Gloss Platinum

F I O R A

01

INSPIRED BY
CONTEMPORARY LIVING
Contemporary living is shown off at its best with Fiora. High gloss
doors provide a cool, minimalist feel that accentuates simple
design lines. Large bright tiles on floors and walls co-ordinate
well with the finish of the doors, creating a spacious area,
with the addition of woodgrain effect countertops and shelving
adding texture to the overall design.

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching en-suite
design with Urbano’s Solar
bedroom range. The same
high gloss colours can be used
between your bedroom and
bathroom to create a seamless
contemporary style, perfect for
the modern home.

Urbano Solar Gloss White Bedroom
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D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

When planning your bathroom colours, think about
the whole room: walls, floor, cabinets, countertops
and accessories. Textured doors with soft,
warm colours co-ordinate well with wood effect
countertops. For additional palette inspiration,
look at colours that exist together in nature or find
inspiration in your prized possessions or collections.

B AT H E
I N C O LO U R
C R E AT I N G

H A R M O N Y

Finding the balance of carefully selected background
colours often work best in a combination of natural
tones. These can blend beautifully with selected
countertops and handles to create a bathroom to
savour. Accessories can be included to add your own
personality and feel. Silver, copper and greys are on
trend to create a stylish and contemporary feel.

AV I A N O

COLLECTION

A subtle textured woodgrain finish defines
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Aviano. With the popular colour options of
Cashmere and Porcelain available, there is the
opportunity to choose the one that best suits
your home and your lifestyle.

Inspired By Family Living

Matt Porcelain

AV I A N O

02

The textured colours of Cashmere and Porcelain
work perfectly on their own or mix and match to
create a harmonising contrast between base
and wall cabinets.
Available with either standard handle options or
the Inline trim handle to present a contemporary
linear style to your bathroom. The addition of
carefully selected standard or illuminated mirrors
can introduce light into the room and make even
the smallest bathroom feel bigger.

Matt Cashmere

02

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y

INSPIRED BY
FA M I LY L I V I N G

Include a matching en-suite
design with Urbano’s Dusk
Matt Cashmere and Dusk Matt
Porcelain bedroom ranges. This
cross-over of finishes will deliver
the perfect master bedroom and
family bathroom environment to
suit your home and lifestyle.

A bathroom to suit your home and your hectic family
lifestyle can be achieved with Aviano. Textured, soft,
warm colours are available that work well with marble
effect countertops to deliver the perfect family bathroom.

Urbano Dusk Matt Porcelain and Dusk Matt Light Ash Bedroom
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A

B AT H R O O M

E V E RY

F O R

L I F E ST Y L E

M O D E R N

L I V I N G

Minimal bathroom layouts incorporating
modular furniture styles define Aquadi.
Incorporating the latest on-trend colour
palette and inspirational designs,
your bathroom can be turned into
a tranquil paradise.

FA M I LY

L I F E

A bathroom is a space that can be
enjoyed together no matter how large
or small. Cleverly designed cabinets
and accessories can be incorporated
to maximise the space available with
enough capacity to store those much
needed items.

C H I C

D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Select the bathroom style, cabinets and accessories
that fit your lifestyle. Think about who will be using the
bathroom and incorporate all of the storage space that
you will need. Considered the finishes of the furniture;
textured doors introduce character into the room, whilst
smooth matt finishes are a designer’s dream.

&

T I M E L E SS

Attention is in the detail. Furniture styles
complemented by attractive handle
options and dressed with a stylish
countertop can turn your bathroom into a
place of serenity.

L U C C A

COLLECTION

Lucca includes a subtle Matt Pure White
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finish, perfect for the modern home.
This simple furniture style is a designer’s dream
and encourages the introduction of colour
from tiles, flooring and additional accessories.

Inspired By City Living

Matt Pure White

L U C C A

03

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y

INSPIRED BY
CITY LIVING

Include a matching en-suite
design with Urbano’s Lunar PTO
White bedroom range. This
can allow the design of the
bathroom to effortlessly flow into
the adjoining bedroom to create
a seamless style, perfect for the
modern home.

Lucca, with its simple design style, is perfect for the modern
apartment. The matt colour can work in harmony with both
soft and brightly coloured floor or wall tiles to bring your
bathroom to life. Gloss white countertops add the finishing
touch with stylish chrome handles, tap and shower.

Urbano Lunar PTO White and Dusk Matt Dark Oak Bedroom
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S E C R E T

1

STO R AG E

Child safe
With a busy family life, it’s important
to keep those little youngsters safe.
Wall units are available to store
those important items that could be
considered unsafe, by making sure
they are out of reach.

2

T I DY B AT H R O O MS
W I T H S M A RT E R
STO R AG E

D E S I G N E R’S

With an Aquadi bathroom there is a place for
everything, with carefully designed storage options
incorporated into both fitted and modular furniture
styles. Both door and drawer cabinets are available
to allow easy access to all of those everyday items,
which are soft close as standard for a premium finish.

T I P

Mix together different cabinet
types between modular and
fitted styles to create a bathroom
that suits your needs and lifestyle.
Carefully select the furniture
finishes that work for you: shaker
style doors add definition which
coupled with matt finishes can
create a classic and warm feel.
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Easy access
Doors that open fully, drawers with full
extension and wall units at eye level
all contribute to the accessibility of
a bathroom. Allowing easy access to
towels, shampoo bottles and toilet
rolls help create a functional
bathroom environment.

Hide aways
Carefully designed fitted and modular
options are available on base and
wall cabinets, which all maximise the
storage space available. It’s surprising
how much can fit into even the
smallest of bathroom designs.

VA L E N C I A

COLLECTION

The traditional style of Valencia is
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emphasised with shaker style doors
and a selection of warm matt colours,
which create the perfect environment
for a comfy family home.

Inspired By Classic Design

Matt Platinum

VA L E N C I A

04

Available in Ivory and Platinum colours, Valencia
presents a welcoming feel to your bathroom.
There is the option of including additional panels
between cabinets for an in-frame design, or opt
for without, for a more contemporary style.
Include marble effect countertops for more of
a country theme and dress with appropriate
accessories. Then select either bronze or clear
knob handles to add to the overall definition of
the room and present a homely feel.

Matt Ivory

04

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching en-suite
design with Urbano’s Orion
bedroom range. Incorporating
classic styling between
bedroom and bathroom that
complements the existing style
of your country home will add
to the overall feel.

INSPIRED BY
CLASSIC DESIGN
Valencia with its classic design style includes straight, bold
lines that add depth and definition. Mix with antique taps,
tiles and textiles to create a welcoming family bathroom
that fits around your lifestyle.

Urbano Orion Platinum Bedroom
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W H AT

W I L L

YO U R S

B E ?

From taps, tiles, mirrors and
accessories, different and
interesting shapes can work
together to complete the look.
Include different finishes and
textures to complement the
patterns and colours of the

T H E
O F
TO
D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Think carefully about the shapes
and colour scheme within your
bathroom and consider the
furniture finishes and styling.
Handleless doors create a sleek
contemporary look. These can
be used in conjunction with plain
walls for a simple design or add
in some woodgrain finishes for
a rustic effect.

S H A P E
T H I N GS
C O M E

existing décor in your bathroom.

SA N

COLLECTION

M A R C O

San Marco is the perfect choice for Urban living,
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its modern handleless style sits well with the use of
non-traditional features such as steel, concrete and
unfinished surfaces. These sophisticated materials
incorporated with clever use of storage solutions can
result in a multifunctional bathroom design.

Inspired By Urban Living

Gloss Cashmere

S A N

M A R C O

05

San Marco includes the option of Gloss
Cashmere and Gloss White colours. The
integrated pull handle means that no
additional handles are required and presents
a streamlined linear styling.
The simple, sleek design of San Marco boasts
urban living. Include textures in your bathroom
design such as exposed brickwork or
weathered timber to create a rustic effect.

Gloss White

05

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching en-suite design
with Urbano’s Solar Gloss Cashmere
or Gloss White bedroom ranges.
The cool linear styling of the
bathroom can flow into a high
gloss bedroom design. Include
contemporary bedroom handles that
suit the furniture and complements
the existing style of your home.

INSPIRED BY
URBAN LIVING
The urban interior style merges industrial with
contemporary design. Main features include concrete floors,
exposed timber beams, steel and unfinished surfaces.
Team these together with the sophisticated finishes of
a San Marco bathroom to make the urban look more
expensive and polished.

Urbano Solar Gloss Cashmere Bedroom
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C A L M I N G
T E X T U R E S

D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Carefully choose the materials that add
different levels of texture to create a
bathroom environment that is truly unique.
Exposed brick with rough textures create
an industrial look. Ensure that coordinating
accessories are selected to add to the
overall style of the room, such as black,
brown or copper taps and mirrors.

M I X I N G

M AT E R I A LS

Wooden flooring, smooth ceramic tiles and fabric blinds
can work together in harmony to create a finished look.
Additional accessories should be carefully selected to
complement existing materials and textures.

G I R O N A

COLLECTION

The clever cross-grain effect of Girona
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delivers both a functional and visually striking
bathroom design. The Light Ash finish is a
refreshing colour, which introduces light into
the room, whilst adding definition to your
storage solutions.

Inspired By Industrial Spaces

Matt Light Ash

G I R O N A

06

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching en-suite design
with Urbano’s Dusk Matt Light Ash
bedroom range. The textured Light
Ash finish of Girona can follow
through into the adjoining bedroom
design to create a visually striking
combination, whilst offering all the
storage space you could need.

INSPIRED BY
INDUSTRIAL SPACES
Girona with its woodgrain effect finish can work in harmony
with exposed brickwork to include rough textures and
rough edges. Accessorise with black taps and mirrors,
used together with contrasting chrome handles on doors
and drawers, to create an industrial look.

Urbano Dusk Matt Light Ash Bedroom
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T I M E
TO R E L A X

B E D

A N D

B AT H

Including matching bedroom and bathroom
furniture in your en-suite designs is possible
with the Urbano range of bedroom furniture.
Encouraging a continuous design between
bed and bath with an abundance of finishes
to choose from, will present a homely feel.
A warm textured woodgrain finish can be used
in conjunction with bright white wall and floor
tiles and chrome accessories to create a real
statement within your home.

G R A N A DA

COLLECTION

Granada includes a dark and mysterious
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woodgrain effect finish, which is perfect for the
modern family home. This textured range is
characterised by its versatility and well suited
for use with gloss white countertops and
white tiles. The overall style fits well with the
popular Scandi style.

Inspired By Scandi Style

Matt Dark Oak

G R A N A DA

07

B E D R O O M
H A R M O N Y
Include a matching en-suite design
with Urbano’s Dusk Matt Dark Oak
bedroom range. The dark woodgrain
finish can follow through into the
adjoining bedroom by including
matching wardrobes, chests and
bedside tables to create all the
storage space you will need, whilst
delivering an eye catching style.

INSPIRED BY SCANDI STYLE
Traditional Scandinavian design is characterised by simplicity,
minimalism and functionality.
Granada is the perfect bathroom finish to showcase this trend with
the stylish and contemporary woodgrain effect, complemented by
large modern floor and wall tiles. The use of the one piece Softform
basin and countertop emphasises the simplistic design style, with the
white countertop flowing into the bowl and accessorised with
a stylish chrome monobloc tap.

Urbano Dusk Matt Dark Oak & Solar Gloss White Bedroom
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H O M E
P L E AS E

YO U R S E L F

It’s all a question of taste. Incorporating the
latest styles in your bathroom design that tie
in with the style of your home will present a
bathroom to be proud of. Finish the design
with accessories that complement the
chosen furniture, wall colour and flooring
to complete the look.

D E S I G N E R’S

T I P

Take advantage of the existing
style of your home. Period
designs with modern units and
sanitaryware can present a
glamorous, traditional setting.
Including unique pieces such as a
roll top bath can provide a focal
point of the room.

C O M F O RTS

CA R R A R A

COLLECTION

Carrara incorporates a stylish woodgrain
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effect design with a flat gloss finish, resulting
in a bathroom that is suited for both
contemporary and traditional living.
Whatever the setting, the finished result is both
glamorous and visually striking.

Inspired By Glamorous Living

Matt Anthracite

Gloss White Grey

C A R R A R A
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INSPIRED BY
GLAMOROUS LIVING
Carrara with its glossy woodgrain effect finish shows
off glamorous living at its best.
Include two separate modular units with integrated sinks
to provide his and her basins, and complete the look
with a feature mirror. Alternatively Minerva solid surface
countertops can be used on top of storage units to deliver
a bathroom that gives the feeling of quality.

Gloss White Grey
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04

RANGE
SELECTION

VA L E N C I A
22mm foil wrapped MDF Shaker
Matt Platinum

Matt Ivory

From contemporary to classic, there is a
furniture range and finish available for any
style of home from urban apartments
to country cottages.

05
01

SA N

M A R C O

Gloss painted MDF with integrated handle
Gloss Cashmere

F I O R A

Gloss White

Gloss painted MFC
Gloss Anthracite

Gloss Platinum

Gloss Cashmere

Gloss White

Gloss Ivory

06

G I R O N A
PVC-edged cross-grained MFC
Matt Light Ash

02

AV I A N O
Matt Cashmere

03

07

PVC-edged grained MFC

LU C C A
Matt painted MDF
Matt Pure White

Matt Porcelain

G R A N A DA
PVC-edged textured MFC
Matt Dark Oak

08

C A R R A R A
Gloss woodgrain PVC wrapped MDF with white back
Gloss White Grey

HANDLES

COUNTERTOPS

A selection of handles are available
to suit the style of furniture chosen
from contemporary chrome to
traditional bronze.

Complete the look with the perfect countertop.
Options of laminate, solid surface and 22mm
PVC-edged are available in an array of colours
to complement your bathroom design.

Laminate Countertops
A selection of stunning 28mm laminate countertops with a tight 3mm radius for a contemporary look and feel.

CHOICE 51
45mm Flat Square
Chrome Knob
Handle Centres: 32

CHOICE 54
Concave Satin
Nickel Handle
Handle Centres: 128

CHOICE 55
Satin Nickel Square
Knob Centres: 16

CHOICE 56
Small Chrome
Bar Handle
Handle Centres: 128

CHOICE 57
Large Chrome
Bar Handle
Handle Centres: 320

CHOICE 60
Chrome Chunky
Square ‘D’ Bar Handle
Handle Centres: 96

CHOICE 61
Chrome Chunky
Square ‘C’ Knob
Handle Centres: 32

CHOICE 62
Chrome Angled
‘C’ Handle
Handle Centres: 32

CHOICE 63
Chrome Square
Curved ‘D’ Bar Handle
Handle Centres: 128

CHOICE 64
Chrome Bow Handle
Handle Centres: 96

CHOICE 66
Chrome Square
Curved Knob
Handle Centres: 32

CHOICE 71
Chrome Glitter
Square Knob
Handle Centres: 32

CHOICE 72

CHOICE 73
Chrome Wave ‘D’
Handle
Handle Centres: 224

CHOICE 74
Chrome Anthracite
Handle
Handle Centres:
160/192

CHOICE 75
Chrome Twist
Handle
Handle Centres: 96

CHOICE 79
Rippled Chrome
Handle
Handle Centres: 96

CHOICE 81
Clear & Chrome
‘D’ Handle
Handle Centres: 128

Chrome Glitter
Bar Handle
Handle Centres:
160/192

Gloss White

Italian Granite

Marble Noir

Brown Travertin

Limestone

Sandstone Grey

Atlanta Marble

Ambria Marble

Minerva Solid Surface Countertops
A selection of stunning and highly versatile countertops made from a 25mm acrylic composite material which is impact resistant and
water repellent.
White

CHOICE 82
Rubbed Bronze Knob

CHOICE 83
Polished Chrome Knob

CHOICE 84
Fluted Chrome
‘D’ Handle
Handle Centres: 128

CHOICE 85
Clear Faceted Knob

CHOICE 86
Natural Iron Knob &
Backplate

Why not add a touch of glamour and
upgrade to the luxury crystal handle option?

All handles shown above are not to scale. All handle centres are in mm.

INLINE

Ice Crystal

Fossil

22mm Countertops

38mm Countertops

Thin 22mm PVC-edged countertops present a contemporary
look and feel to your bathroom.

Chunky 38mm PVC-edged countertops create an
ultra contemporary European design style.

Brazilia

Chrome and Crystalized™ Swarovski Elements
pull handle. Featuring 12 genuine Swarovski
crystals in a stunning chrome finish.
Handle Centres: 32

Nimbus Grey

CHOICE 87
Square Chrome
Bar Handle
Handle Centres:
128/224

CHOICE 88
Tapered Chrome Knob

LUXURY01

Black Granite

A number of ranges are available with
the option of including Inline chrome
wave handles. The handles will coordinate
well with your chosen taps and accessories,
providing a contemporary finish to
your bathroom.

Designer White

Dark Oak

Light Ash

Dark Oak

Light Ash

1

3

Find the look
Carefully consider furniture styles that
co-ordinate well with the design of
your home. Take inspiration from your
existing bedroom if you are designing
a matching en-suite, or additional
prized possessions in other areas of
your home. This will steer you towards
either a sleek and contemporary or
warm and traditional style to help
create a bathroom environment to
be proud of.

Select your unit style
Modular or Floorstanding? The
choice is yours. Select the correct
furniture style that complements
the existing style of your home, from
modular contemporary designs to a
floorstanding traditional look, with
ample storage space to suit.
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C R E AT E
YO U R D R E A M
B AT H R O O M
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Plan your bathroom
Look at the space available
and think about who will be
using the bathroom. Plan in
cabinets, a toilet, basin, tap,
bath and shower that fits
around you and your lifestyle.
Consider cabinets that include
ample storage space and are
easily accessible for those
much needed items.

5

Choose your colours
and handles
With an abundance of finishes,
countertops and handle options to
choose from, you can design your
bathroom to be in keeping with the style
of your home. Dark woodgrain, shaker matt
or muted colours offer a warm and
homely feel, whereas handleless doors
with high gloss or flat matt finishes are a
designer’s dream, offering a contemporary
option. Ensure that the finishes
co-ordinate well with the walls, flooring
and accessories chosen to help transform
your bathroom into a tranquil paradise.

Storage requirements
A place for everything. With an
abundance of storage options to
choose from, the design possibilities
are endless. Carefully consider who
will be using the bathroom and design
the furniture around your lifestyle. Base
cabinets offer a fantastic storage
option under a sink for those much
needed items, whereas wall units are
a great solution to hide away any
potentially harmful items from children.

W E ’ V E A B U N C H O F
H A N D P I C K E D R E TA I L E R S
Now you have taken inspiration from our collections and
created the brief for your dream bathroom it’s time to visit your local
Aquadi bathroom specialist to finalise your design.
Aquadi bathrooms are available through approved independent retailers
throughout the UK. If you’d like to see our products, you can find contact
details for your local retailer online - www.symphony-group.co.uk

symphony-group.co.uk

Got a question about a product or just fancy a chat?
Call our head office on 01226 446 000.

Symphony Group PLC.
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ

General Customer Enquiries:
Tel: 01226 446000
Fax: 01226 711185
enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk
www.symphony-group.co.uk/aquadi

Retail Sales Office Enquiries & Orders*:
Tel: 01226 446541
Fax: 01226 719317
retailsales@symphony-group.co.uk

*Please note: orders cannot be placed directly and must be placed through your local Aquadi bathroom specialist.

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve the right to make changes to the colour, design
and descriptions or methods of manufacture of our furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring liability.
In many of our products we use wood, a natural living material which will reflect a variety of grains and textures, so variances must be allowed for.
Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine finishes may incur a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies
to door and drawer fronts only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will allow. Not every showroom
contains all the products featured in this brochure. Aquadi is a registered trademark of The Symphony Group PLC.
Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon which it is based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC.
No part of this brochure, said photographs and other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means
(including but not limited to photocopying or storing in any electronic medium) without the prior express written permission of
The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright The Symphony Group PLC 2018.

